
ESCAPE!  
 

The Red Warmongers had succeeded in obliterating the Magyar’s once fruitful homeland, and in 

their victory the “iron hand” of communist oppression clamped its choking hold about Hungary, 

suffocating the hopes, dreams, and lifeblood from the captives held within its borders.  

 

Thousands had made the difficult decision to leave the country for a wondrous place called 

“Andau.” Andau -where freedom was real and waiting - waiting for those with the courage and 

strength to make the perilous journey. 

 

Ferenc had given Jozsef and Erzsebet a crudely-drawn map outlining their route to Andau, Austria, 

including instructions about the “freedom truck” pickup route run by an underground network to 

take as many citizens to freedom as was possible. Ferenc looked at his dear cousin, his boyhood 

friend, and companion. How he would miss him, but on this momentous evening, his mission was 

to assure safe passage for his beloved friend and his family. As much as Ferenc wished Jozsef 

could remain he begged him to leave quickly, “Jozsef, there is no time left, you must go. You must 

leave tonight and very soon!”  

 

The enormity of the situation was incomprehensible. Jozsef and Erzsebet had hoped the United 

States would come to Hungary’s aid, and now, with Ferenc’s disastrous news, even if help came 

from the West, it would be too late for them. They had to get out now! Erzsebet’s heart twisted as 

if massive steel chains were squeezing the blood from its arteries. With tear-filled eyes she pleaded 

to Jozsef, “I must say goodbye to my family - my mother - my father!” Her face grimaced, its 

stressed contours reflecting the pain in her soul. “No, no, my love,” Jozsef insisted, “There is no 

time for goodbye. We can tell no one we are leaving. No one! Once we leave there is no turning 

back. Someday, somehow, if we survive our escape, we will see our families again. I promise you. 

We will.” He held Erzsebet close to his chest, stroking her hair, softly whispering in her ear, “It is 

time now, we must go.” Jozsef knew his political actions had put his family in harm’s way. The 

secret police would find him and them!  

 

Despite the price they had to pay – to leave their country, their home, Jozsef and Erzsebet would 

not have done things differently. The Soviet regime had made their lives intolerable and things 

would not get better.  

 

Jozsef and Erzsebet’s reasons for leaving Hungary were the same as the nearly two hundred 

thousand people who would make their exodus to borders of freedom. Since the communist party 

had taken control of Hungary in 1948, and until Stalin died in 1953, the people had lived under a 

ruthless and harsh dictatorship. Innocent people were falsely accused of “crimes” against the State. 

Orphaned children were taken to State orphanages to be raised as “Good Communists.” Many of 

Hungary’s political leaders were put to death. And worst of all, no one could be trusted, not even 

family. By the early 1950’s, most of the domestic products produced by the Hungarian people 

were confiscated and sent to supply the needs of the Soviet Union. The Hungarian people were 

producing plenty, but with the current system, they were slowly starving.  

 

Upon Stalin’s death, Khrushchev, the new Soviet leader, condemned Stalin’s actions, and there 

was a slight decline in the cruel and callous treatment of the Hungarian people. But it was not 



enough. People continued to live in constant fear, for the heartless and vicious acts of the 

government were still in place.  

 

As Jozsef and Erzsebet speculated on their plan of escape, they thought of their little girl. She was 

so very small and frail for her age of two-and-a-half, the result of an inadequate diet; and no 

wonder, with all the rationing in place, a family was fortunate to get a loaf of bread and cooking 

oil to last them for a week! Both parents shared the same unsaid fear: How was their little girl 

going to survive the journey? How long would it take them to reach the Austrian border? What if 

something caused delays and they missed their truck? They had so little food to bring with them! 

How many belongings could they possibly pack? How were they supposed to carry their small 

child in the cold inclement weather walking over miles of territory exposed to patrolling Russian 

troops? How was she going to stay warm? Would they be captured? Would they all die, and how? 

So many questions invaded their thoughts, but there was no time to ponder over the answers. 

 

Erzsebet’s mind swam in circles as she glanced around their simple apartment. Suddenly, the gray, 

drab walls glistened as if made of gold. Despite its plainness, it was beautiful, because it was their 

place. They had worked themselves into utter exhaustion to keep the apartment after Jozsef was 

sent to the mines. When they left here tonight, what would become of their home? Who would 

move in? Erzsebet’s eyes glazed with tears, but her thoughts quickly snapped back to the situation 

at hand, her mind whirring frantically. What would they pack for their journey? They had only two 

sets of arms, and one set of those arms had to carry the child.  

 

Adrenaline suddenly surged through Erzsebet’s body, quickening her senses, prompting her to dart 

about the apartment, madly sifting through drawers and cabinets. She gathered bread, a loop of 

dried sausage (kolbasz), and a small, glass bottle of milk, wrapping each in a thick cloth to protect 

the precious cargo. There was not much else to pack in the way of foodstuffs. She grabbed personal 

items: Judit’s coat, hat, gloves, boots, and scarf, and the same for her and Jozsef.  

 

Jozsef collected their identification papers to be shown on their arrival at Andau, secured their 

professional certificates to prove they were college-educated people, and gathered his personal 

music books and original, handwritten pieces of sheet music. Erzsebet checked the closet. On the 

floor, wrapped in a thick bundle, were at least one hundred love letters: the sweet moving stanzas 

of unashamed confessions of love that she and Jozsef had left for each other under their “Special 

Rock.” But tonight, under their surreal circumstances, the lovely spring night under the Acacia 

tree seemed to be a dream dreamt an eternity ago. The inviolability of their love existed in those 

letters and how she cherished them!  

 

In the kitchen, Jozsef was packing his already over-stuffed attaché case with important documents, 

as well as filling the knapsack with the food Erzsebet had put together. “The accordion player!” 

shouted Erzsebet. They had almost forgotten their “Royal” Herend treasure. After all they had 

gone through to obtain “him” the thought of leaving without the player was inconceivable. She 

gathered a bed sheet and rolled the small statuette in the pale linen.  

 

Erzsebet hurriedly dressed Judit in her winter clothes. After she and Jozsef donned their coats and 

boots, Jozsef placed the heavily-filled knapsack on Erzsebet’s back and placed the attaché case 

strap over his shoulder and across his chest.  



 

The love letters! Erzsebet remembered they were not packed! But where was she going to put them 

all? She had no pockets in her coat and neither did Jozsef. If there had been time, she would have 

ripped out the lining of their coats and sewed the love letters inside, but there was no time to spare. 

Jozsef and Erzsebet stood frozen in place, their eyes flashing anguished looks towards one another 

as to “what must be done.” After taking one last lingering look at the bundle holding dozens of 

enchanting love poems, intimate sentiments, and beautiful expressions of their undying devotion, 

they each took turns placing a handful of letters into the fiery belly of the coal stove. With stuttering 

breath, Erzsebet spoke her thoughts aloud, “If…we cannot take them with us… then…no one else 

will have them!”  

 

The parchments of love burst into a brilliant red flame, igniting instantly in the fiery furnace, just 

as their hearts had burned immediately for each other the moment they had met. It only took 

seconds for their “love” to be obliterated into nothingness as Erzsebet watched on, her slight 

shoulders shuddering from the cries of regret ripping through her body. How much Erzsebet 

wanted the luxury of being allowed to have a good, hard cry; and how much she wanted the 

comfort of collapsing into Jozsef’s strong arms, to hear her husband murmur words of love and 

support, but there was no time! Jozsef pressingly grasped Erzsebet by her shoulders, “My Edes, 

listen to me, there will be more letters, I will write you a love letter every day of your life, but right 

now, please do not cry. I love you, but we must leave now!” 

 

Ferenc was waiting in the hallway outside the apartment to escort the family to a safe area where 

they were to begin their journey. Jozsef gathered Judit in his right arm. With his left arm around 

Erzsebet’s waist they walked out the door of their apartment. Jozsef looked straight ahead, his 

mind filled with the many things needing to be done in a few hours.  

 

But, upon exiting the apartment door, Erzsebet looked back over her shoulder, wanting one final 

look at their home. Stinging tears blurred everything into a shapeless, colorless mass. I should 

never have looked back. It strangles my heart. 

 

Unbeknownst to Erzsebet, Jozsef had conspired with Ferenc to set-up a “Booby-trap” at the door 

of their apartment. After the family set out on their journey, Ferenc returned to the apartment, 

setting devices in place that would make sure the Evil Ones would breathe their last when they 

opened the apartment door.  

 

On the cold, foggy evening of November 16, 1956, the Jozsef and Erzsebet Bognar Family closed 

the door on their life in Hungary, their birthplace, the land of their ancestors, the place where 

Jozsef’s music and rhapsodies had taken hold - the Citadel of their Love.  

 

The life they had hoped to build was never to be, at least not on Magyar soil. With heavy hearts 

the reluctant fugitives began their trek into the great unknown.  

 

Several families embarking on the same pilgrimage crossed their path, and like Jozsef and 

Erzsebet, carried all they owned on their backs, in their arms, and in their hearts. To avoid detection 

by Russian troops, many parents had given their little ones sleeping draughts to suppress their 

whimpering and cries.  



 

It was a slow, chilly, damp, five-mile walk to the check-point where Ferenc had instructed them 

to wait for a Russian Army truck (stolen by the Freedom Fighters) to transport the refugees the 

nearly one hundred miles to Andau – a distance impossible to walk in one night. The truck was 

their lifeline.  

 

The family and other refugees rode in the back area of the truck for seemingly countless hours, 

before coming to a stop near a wooded area approximately fifty miles from the Austrian border. 

Everyone disembarked. The driver gave the group a general heading to follow through a dense set 

of woods where they would meet up with another truck on a different section of road.  

 

Erzsebet, and Jozsef carrying little Judit, including the two other families, disappeared into the 

sheltering embrace of a tight cluster of trees.  

 

The cool, foggy night was becoming more frigid, their circumstances made even more dismal by 

the muddy ground left from a prior rain.  

 

The weather was the best and the worse scenario: the fog made it difficult for them to spot Russian 

squads making rounds in the area; however, the fog also served as a protective veil to avoid being 

seen, and that was a miracle considering there was nearly a full moon! After several hours of 

walking in the black gunk, their feet became numb due to the cold and damp.  

 

Judit started to cry, and no wonder - she was just a little girl who was cold and hungry. How could 

she possibly understand why she was in a dark forest at nighttime and not in her bed? Jozsef held 

her close and whispered a Hungarian nursery rhyme to quiet her, “Little squirrel, little squirrel, he 

climbed up a tree. He fell down ... he fell down ... and he broke his knee. Oh, oh, oh, oh, nice 

doctor man, please make the little squirrel well again.”  

 

The family trudged onward, albeit slowly, for the forest floor was sticky and sludge-like, making 

each step an effort. The black-brown ooze seeped over the cuffs of their ankle-high boots, 

permeating their socks with the near-frozen mush. Judit tired of being carried, fidgeted in her 

father’s arms, but Jozsef refused to set her down into the cold slush. He pitied her discomfort.  

 

The other passengers who had disembarked from the truck with them must have fallen behind or 

become lost, for Jozsef and Erzsebet suddenly became acutely aware of no longer being able to 

see or hear them.  

 

They walked on through the thick trees in the direction pointed out by the driver. It was eerily 

quiet, not a sound of life stirred about them, except for the sucking sounds made by their feet as 

they stepped in and out of the sticky mud.  

 

Then… out of nowhere, high-pitched, blood curdling, gut-wrenching screams of men, women and 

children resounded through the placidity of the imperturbable forest, signaling the angels of 

retribution to swoop down and carry their torn, broken souls into the chambers of Heaven, to 

forever leave behind the caustic, razor-sharp echoes of gunfire that had extinguished the final spark 

of life from their bodies.  



 

Why was it a crime to want to live in Freedom? Why was it an offense to yearn for the clean winds 

of free air to flow through your lungs?  

 

The Red Tyranny had consumed their homeland of Hungary, the occupiers laying down the law 

of the land, having determined that any thoughts of freedom, any thoughts of not wanting to live 

under the Iron Fist of the Soviet Regime, any thought of free enterprise was a travesty unto itself, 

an abomination so great, so filled with debauchery that one should no longer be allowed to draw 

another breath. The distant, hellish-red glow of reverberating machine gunfire jarred Jozsef and 

Erzsebet into a burning, all-consuming, profound panic, for now, the nightmarish demise of their 

companions would certainly become their reality as the mordant, scathing voices of the patrolling 

Russian soldiers approached their inept hiding place. There was no way to go back now, no safe 

way home, and even if they could go back home, there was no home left to go to. 

 

Witnessing the terrifying murder of their countrymen churned Erzsebet’s bowels, and try as she 

might not to vomit, her plagued mind was in no condition to control her ravaged body, and she 

relieved her retching gut behind a nearby tree.  

 

This is no time to lose control! Jozsef repeated over and over to himself. But Jozsef’s addled, 

crestfallen body refused to listen to reason, and then, as he stood immobilized by dread, riveted in 

place beside his ailing wife, Jozsef’s bruised psyche separated from his deadened bones.  

 

Jozsef found himself swirling above a sanctuary of graceful tall timbers, gratefully reeling, 

blissfully floating away to a more peaceful place upon the elusive arms of cool, invisible winds. It 

was all so beautiful, fantastically beautiful, to lose all track of one’s loathsome surroundings; it 

was so peaceful and beautiful to be able to escape to an enchanting place far from the realities of 

an ugly world.  

 

Indeed, Jozsef’s alter ego was pridefully working a marvelous illusion of beguiling deceit about 

him, blanketing his essence under a velvety cloak of fraudulent armor. And, Jozsef exulted in its 

facade, reveled in its comfort, and basked in its protection until … Until the shrieking wails of 

little Judit broke the magical mirror of his haven into a thousand pieces - her cries had sealed their 

death sentence!  

 

Shaken from his self-aggrandizement, Jozsef heaved off his cumbrous mantle of betrayal, berating 

himself, hating himself, and despising himself - how could he have been so incomprehensibly 

irresponsible to let his guard down at this, the most critical, the most perilous moment of their 

lives? If the enemy found them now, it was because of him… and because of his flippancy, an 

agonizing end awaited those he loved more than anything in the world, more than life itself. The 

weight of his sin catapulted the piercing weight of a million-ton dagger through his chest, causing 

his knees to fold beneath him as he bent into the soil of the slimy earth.  

 

No, no, no! We will not end this way! As a last dogged attempt to save his family, Jozsef vaulted 

into the deranged actions of a madman, grabbing Erzsebet’s arm, viciously tugging and pulling 

her and little Judit behind a thick stance of timber, a trembling finger placed upon his lips signaling 

them to be silent. 



 

As she held her bawling baby daughter close to her petrified heart, sickening shudders of an inky-

black, faceless, soulless doom clouded Erzsebet’s terrified mind, as it unwillingly flashed 

grotesque images of three, ravaged, bullet-riddled bodies sprawled about the forest floor, the last 

warm, oozing remains of their valorous blood gathering thickly about their lifeless remains, as the 

viscera of the earth beneath them inhaled the crimson-colored juice of their trickling souls, the 

burgundy liquid seeking to nourish the buried seeds of the forest, perhaps to reincarnate into the 

veins of forest-green seedlings and saplings that would one day live again in the warmth of the sun 

- for no one would ever find them here, in this thick, muddy muck to give them a decent burial. 

No one.  

 

Hardly able to take in even a shallow breath, Erzsebet dropped her knees into the slush of the cold, 

brown ooze, clasping Jozsef and her crying baby daughter close, whispering an anguished prayer 

of desperation towards the moon-filled sky, “Please God, be merciful – take our souls swiftly and 

do not let my baby suffer!”  

 

Jozsef was not so quick to give in. Determined to save his family, he drew in a deep breath, as an 

uncontrolled animal instinct for survival overrode his fear. He snatched Judit to him, and with all 

his might covered her mouth with both his hands, as he tucked her tiny head under his coat, into 

the deepest depths of his armpit to muffle her whining. 

 

The vociferate voices in the distance were coming closer and louder. Judit struggled under her 

father’s coat, but Jozsef gripped her even tighter, burying his daughter’s face deeper under his arm. 

Then Judit became silent. The family squatted in the cold sludge behind a dense set of brush to 

avoid detection by the shadowed soldiers who had halted in the opaque, misty darkness, no more 

than thirty feet from the crouching family.  

 

A few moments, that felt more like hours passed, when at last, the faceless enemy strode in the 

opposite direction, disappearing into the foggy gray banks of mist. The fading sound of a car engine 

in the far-off distance confirmed the interceptors had departed, but that meant the road to their 

truck connection had to be near! 

 

But, Jozsef and Erzsebet could not move, their minds and bodies bereft of strength to rise from 

their groveled position. After an unknown lapse of time, Jozsef’s consciousness launched him into 

a morbid reality, nearly strangling the life from his heart, as a sickening revulsion spread 

throughout his limbs - He had forgotten about Judit!  

 

Jozsef’s bleary eyes nearly blinded him as he moved to gently disengage Judit from his armpit. 

His little girl’s eyes were closed, and her body hung limp in his arms. He had smothered his 

daughter! Erzsebet glared upon her baby’s sagging form as Jozsef helplessly held out their child 

to her. Her lungs ached to scream out the painful denial of her baby’s suffocation, but the prior 

intense encounter had paralyzed her vocal cords.  

 

Her husband could not have suffocated her baby – he loved her beyond all reason! Her baby cannot 

be dead! Dear God…no, not my baby…let her live, she must live! With stifled movements of 

halting uncertainty, Erzsebet rested the flushed cheeks of her wind-chapped face against Judit’s 



thin chest straining to hear a heartbeat. “Jozsef!” she hoarsely whispered, “Look! See! – Judit’s 

stomach is going up and down! Our baby is asleep… she is breathing, she is sleeping… she is only 

sleeping!” Holding their child between them, the exhausted and terrified young family huddled 

close to one another on the wet, frigid, forest floor. “My baby girl, forgive me for hurting you!” 

Jozsef’s guilt-ridden figure shook heavily in-between deep groping breaths of remorse and 

repentance, his hot tears of relief tumbling onto the face of his sleeping daughter.  

 

The young father covered his little girl with a thin blanket pulled from the knapsack, cradling her 

close to the warmth of his chest. No longer able to hold in the stinging lacerations of her emotions, 

Erzsebet wept heavily, her expended and rattled body shuddering from the abhorrence of all that 

had happened in such a short stance of time.  

 

After regaining their fortitude, Jozsef edgily scanned his watch. An hour had gone by! “Hurry 

Erzsebet, hurry! We must make it in time for the truck!”  

 

The family continued their flight, picking up their pace through the unwelcoming woods, at last 

coming upon the road leading to their pickup point. One other couple also met them there, 

informing Jozsef and Erzsebet of a family positioned only about two hundred feet away from their 

location being captured, forced into a Russian truck, and taken away.  

 

The unmistakable roar of an engine boomed through the deceiving tranquility of the evening 

signaling the cautious defectors to retreat to the safety of the tree line. The truck appeared to be 

the same one as before, but was it? Was it supposed to be another type of truck? The vehicle 

stopped.  

 

The moon was high, and by its light, they could see it was the same man who had transported them 

earlier. The driver called out from the vehicle to the unnerved group, “Hurry, we do not have much 

time - get in!” Jozsef was apprehensive. It could be a trap! The driver could have been captured 

and forced to drive to the pickup point to gather escapees while Russian soldiers hid in the covered 

back compartment waiting to capture them.  

 

Despite his misgivings, Jozsef knew the remaining distance to Andau was too far to walk in what 

few hours of darkness remained. Soon, it would be daylight, and the cloak of night was necessary 

to elude their pursuers. They had to take the chance. Jozsef cautiously pulled aside the canvas 

covering the back of the truck. It was empty! The reassured refugees clambered inside and within 

seconds were on their way.  

 

After seemingly endless hours had passed, the vehicle made a hard stop jolting all on board awake. 

Jozsef rubbed his eyes, “I wonder where we are?” With cold, stiff bodies and throbbing heads, the 

passengers disembarked from the rear of the truck into the ominous solitude.  

 

The faint light of daybreak barely illuminated the dispiriting landscape. In every direction there 

was nothing more than a wide expanse of desolate, marsh-like, swampy land. The driver pointed 

his finger “Go that way, you will see the bridge.” With those last words he drove away. The earth 

was soft and oozing with wetness. The last remnants of a dissipating fog swirled about them, and 

with each step, their feet sank even more deeply into the gooey soil of the wetlands, but they no 



longer cared, their emotions too raw, and their bodies too depleted to worry anymore about cold 

feet or wet clothes.  

 

Erzsebet had fed Judit milk, earlier, so she was pacified and sleeping in Jozsef’s arms. Despite 

feeling nauseated from all they had gone through, the couple had forced themselves to eat the 

kolbasz, knowing they needed its sustenance to maintain their energy.  

 

With exhaustion pressing upon every molecule of their being, the family stumbled forward, but 

then, without warning, Jozsef stopped abruptly in his tracks, his finger pointing to a dreamlike 

image up ahead, “Look, Erzsebet!” Out of the billowing mist, the ghost-like forms of a few, then 

several more, and then even more, sodden men, women, and children, emerged, each making their 

way towards the promising icon of hope awaiting the spent travelers.  The glowing sun rose higher 

in the early morning sky, spreading its feathery, bright, powdery-pink streaks of a new dawn across 

the horizon. It must be God sending a ray of light for us to follow, thought Erzsebet. And He did. 

The Bridge of Andau was directly in front of them!  

 

As the life-giving star spread its first yellow, warming rays upon the icy earth, faintly illuminated 

forms of fellow Hungarians materialized upon the planks of the small, ramshackle, rickety, 

wooden bridge spanning the narrow Einser Canal.  

 

Jozsef and Erzsebet hearts fluttered with a rush of eagerness and excitement, as a surge of 

exhilarating energy spread through their expended limbs, urging them to join the hundreds of pairs 

of shabby, muddy shoes marching upon the beams of hope stretching into the free border of 

Austria. Jozsef spirited little Judit to his chest. And, holding Erzsebet’s hand in his, they ran on 

frozen feet toward the narrow stretch of wooden supports.  

 

Then…they were there - standing at the threshold of a New World.  

 

The realization of all they had been through bared down on their enervated, distressed bodies. 

Erzsebet flung herself into the sanctuary of Jozsef’s arms, their baby held between them - crying 

tears of joy for the new life awaiting them, tears of mournfulness for all they were forced to leave 

behind, and tears of eternal thanks to God in the blessed heavens. “Come Erzsebet” Jozsef 

euphorically proclaimed, “This is no time to cry! All the crying time is gone! It is time for us to 

live again, really live! We made it! We are free!”  

 

The unknown Realm of Freedom was a mere footstep away, and with little Judit standing between 

them, Jozsef and Erzsebet grasped her tiny hands and stepped onto the bridge of dreams.  



FREE AIR  
 

The people of Andau, Austria opened their country, hearts and arms to thousands of Hungarian 

refugees, housing and feeding the bedraggled, dirty, hungry, confused, and bewildered sea of 

humanity.  

 

In the United States, community centers were gearing up for the arrival of thousands of refugees, 

organizing their efforts in every available building including schools and movie theatres, offering 

food, shelter, and bathing facilities to the Hungarian people. The selfless Americans donated 

countless articles of clothing to those who had no more to wear than the soiled garments in which 

they had escaped the invasion of their homeland. After a brief recuperation in the centers, the war-

beaten refugees were transported by bus or other means to scores of refugee camps set up across 

the United States.  

 

President Eisenhower had sent an open invitation to the Hungarian refugees to come to America 

for resettlement, sending several army ships, including the USS General Haan, to Bremerhaven, 

Germany to transport thousands to the United States. The General Haan was designed for about 

seven hundred troops and there were almost two thousand Hungarians on-board! The carrier was 

scheduled to arrive with its passengers in New York, from where, many would be transferred to 

Camp Kilmer, New Jersey, an Army camp originally built for staging American troops. Camp 

Kilmer had been closed after the Korean War but had been re-opened in 1956 to await the arrival 

of almost thirty thousand Hungarian refugees.  

 

For the past month, Jozsef, Erzsebet, and Judit had taken refuge in the camps at Andau, and at last, 

were transported to the German port city of Bremerhaven. It was impossible for the couple to 

comprehend the overwhelming series of events coming upon them in such a short time. It was as 

if they were watching themselves in a movie show running in slow motion: dismounting the bus, 

walking up the boardwalk onto the ship and undergoing the necessary paperwork and processing. 

The family had survived against all odds. Despite the horror, hunger, fear, and torments they had 

witnessed and endured, they were on their way to a new world where their feet would walk on 

untrodden roads.  

 

But, on this incredible evening, renewed strength engulfed their battered bodies, for the three of 

them were on-board the USS General Haan set to steam across the Atlantic towards America. More 

than a thousand tightly packed Hungarians stood on the deck of the Freedom Ship as it made its 

way out of Bremerhaven Harbor towards the open sea, the little family standing in the center of 

the crowded platform mesmerized by the wide expanse of rippling ocean before them, the flaming 

hope of freedom flooding their veins. 

 

Somewhere, amidst the massive crowd of refugees, a joyful chorus of Hungarian voices singing 

“Silent Night” floated through the air. At first, Erzsebet was certain a company of angels had 

descended upon them, because upon hearing the singing, she realized it was the most sacred of all 

days, “Jozsef, I forgot - it is Christmas Eve!” The agonizing sequence of events had made them 

lose all concept of dates or time. “Do you think the Americans planned it this way, planned that 

we depart for America on this night as a Christmas gift to the refugees?” Jozsef placed his arm 



about his wife’s slight shoulders, “Yes, my Draga, I do believe they planned it this way. It is their 

way of blessing our new lives.”  

 

The ship’s crew worked diligently seeing to the comfort of the immigrants. Hot meals were served 

and there were plenty of blankets.  

 

Women and children received the best quarters on the ship. The men were separated from the 

women and children, placed wherever there was space available. The families would meet on deck 

during the day, or in common areas on the ship, but had to retire to their respective parts of the 

vessel at dusk.  

 

Jozsef’s quarters were in the bow of the ship, under the water line. Having only a straight razor to 

use for shaving, Jozsef soon discovered shaving to be a perilous undertaking. With a straight razor 

in hand, Jozsef would “dance,” keeping pace with the fore and aft rocking of the boat to prevent 

himself from falling on his own razor.  

 

It would be an approximately fourteen-day voyage by the time they reached New York. This 

winter, the sea was unusually treacherous and stormy, and even the captain remarked it was one 

of the worst seas he had ever navigated. The volatile sea crested waves of unbelievable proportions; 

however, Jozsef, with his bold and adventurous nature, and dreadfully bored by listless days of 

inactivity, stole away, unseen, to the upper deck to take part of the spectacular scene.  

 

The cold misty sea spray and forceful winds swelled against Jozsef as he held fast to the railing in 

the centermost part of the ship. Here it came - a huge wave, maybe thirty feet high – up went the 

ship to the very top of the wave. As the watery coil passed under the vessel, a hollow opening was 

left beneath the ship, leaving it suspended in mid-air for milliseconds. Moments later, the vessel 

crashed straight down into the roaring tempest, rumbling, and shaking every bit of her iron frame. 

Jozsef laughed at the thrill of the ocean’s assault upon the vessel and his person. The merciless 

onslaught of waves was nothing compared to the torments that had pervaded his former life.  

 

Despite the winter cold, the assaulting challenge of brisk winds and mighty waves refreshed his 

spirit, as jolts of invigorating excitement filled his being with each drop of the ship into the briny 

brew, the ship speaking to Jozsef through its moans and groans as the watery hammers dared the 

metal conveyance to burst apart.  

 

The stormy swells continued for days and days.  

 

Almost every passenger, including the captain, succumbed to sea sickness. “Throw up bags” were 

distributed for emergencies. Erzsebet was having an especially difficult time with massive bouts 

of emesis, being barely able to lift her head off her bed. Little Judit, concerned for her mother’s 

well-being, held an emesis bag under her mother’s chin, “Here Mama, you can throw up right in 

here,” and Erzsebet made very good use of it. 

 

The anticipation of setting foot in America made the winter days and nights long. Time was passed 

by playing cards, walking the deck on better days, sleeping, and most of all, dreaming about where 

the winds of fate would take them. 



 

On January 7, 1957, the USS General Haan steamed past New York harbor. Despite shivering 

temperatures, the elated and high-spirited Hungarian refugees crowded the ship’s deck shouting, 

cheering, and waving the Hungarian flag, celebrating their victorious arrival to America. But, 

suddenly, as if on cue, all on board became quiet – a peaceful, respectful, somber stillness filled 

the air, as thousands of Hungarian eyes froze in place, spellbound by a shining, towering object in 

the distance, standing beautiful, strong, and proud – a symbol of hope for all the war-torn souls on 

board – The Statue of Liberty.  

 

The ship’s spokesperson quoted the inscription at the base of the statue to the entranced masses: 

“Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses, yearning to be free, the wretched refuse of 

your teeming shore, send these, the homeless, tempest-tossed to me, I lift my lamp beside the golden 

door.” 

 

Standing in silent awe amongst those on the crowded deck were Erzsebet and Jozsef, with Judit 

riding high on her father’s shoulders. The ship slowed down as it approached the female colossus 

rising from the sea, the Lady’s presence confirming they were truly in the Land of the Free. The 

jubilant family hugged, cried, kissed, and laughed at the same time, unable to contain the exuberant 

rapture emanating from their souls. 

 

The Lady’s message was exceptionally meaningful to Erzsebet, penetrating her to the point of 

being unable to contain her joy, the message bursting the very seams of her heart, as if the statue 

were speaking only to her: Here we are huddled on a ship with those who yearn for freedom, exiles 

of our native country, very homeless and very tempest-tossed! But, one poignant line of the poem 

ignited a fire within her soul, “I lift my lamp beside the golden door.”  

  

“I know the meaning of these words!” Erzsebet’s voice quivered with excitement, her face glowing 

with exhilaration. “Jozsef! The Golden Door is America! We are free, Jozsef, we are at last free! 

We have crossed through the Golden Door!” And then she cried the most beautiful tears she had 

ever cried before – the tears of a free woman.  

 



 
 Newspaper article showing my mother crying upon her arrival to the United States 

 

In early November 1956, an Army facility in New Jersey named Camp Kilmer, was readying itself 

for the arrival and processing of thousands of Hungarians through the invocation of “Operation 

Mercy,” ordered by President Eisenhower. The American Red Cross, The Committee for 

Hungarian Refugee Relief, and other volunteer services and government agencies, assisted in 

assembling everything needed to embark on such an immense undertaking, with a goal to resettle 

the immigrants all over the United States through the assistance of innumerable charitable and 

religious groups. The United States Employment Service took part in matching the refugee’s skills 

to jobs all over the country.  

Sponsoring American families were also sought-after for a lifegiving mission: To take refugee 

families into their homes with the purpose of helping the newcomers learn a trade, educate them 

about American culture, and to assist the refugees in learning the English language, thus, enabling 

the refugees to assimilate into becoming self-sufficient residents within the borders of their new 

country.  

The generous American people poured out their hearts to the refugees, and with their sponsorship, 

nearly thirty-two thousand refugees were relocated all over the United States. 



After leaving the ship, numerous buses, planes, and trains were waiting to take refugees to 

settlement centers throughout the United States - Erzsebet, Jozsef, and little Judit were taken to 

Camp Kilmer where the young family was settled into temporary housing within the barracks.  

Even in a refugee camp outside news can travel fast. Erzsebet and Jozsef learned that nearly 

seventy thousand Hungarian refugees had crossed over the tiny bridge of Andau before it was 

destroyed by Soviet Troops on November 21, 1956.  

 

A cold shudder jolted through Erzsebet upon hearing their lifeline to freedom had been destroyed. 

If we had not ran that very night, if we had delayed, we probably would not be alive. The thought 

was too much for her to bear and she quickly tore it from her mind.  

 

But now, a new peril encroached upon their happiness. 

 

Despite all the delicious food readily available to her, little Judit was not interested in eating. Her 

loss of appetite had started during the latter days of their voyage, attributed to the unsettling 

movements of the ship; however, on dry land, with a warm bed to sleep in, and ample food, the 

little girl was failing to thrive, was feverish, coughing deeply, and her already gaunt features more 

pronounced. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Judit's (the author’s) picture taken upon her arrival to the United States - January 1957 

 

A thorough medical examination by an army physician determined Judit to be suffering from an 

unalterable case of pneumonia. Through long, brutal days and nights, the child’s unrelenting fever, 

cough, and malaise defied a series of penicillin injections. The young army doctor had committed 

a crime – the crime of compassion, the crime of being too involved with a patient, the crime of 

grief for a dying child.  



 

His guilt-ridden conscious nagged him to the bottom of his mettle as he said the words that should 

be unspeakable to any parent. “I am so very sorry, but your daughter…your daughter is dying.”  

 

Coming to America was to be the realization of all Erzsebet’s and Jozsef’s hopes and dreams, and 

now, after all the dreadful and unspeakable hardships the family had faced, their little girl was 

dying! If she left this earth there would be no more dreams, no more freedom, no more of nothing, 

for her death would be their death sentence. There was no life without her. 

 

As the sunrises and sunsets came and went over their withering daughter, torrid tentacles of 

grievous pain encircled Erzsebet’s heart, smothering her senses in darkness, strangling her mind 

in limbo’s hell.  

 

When at last her incensed soul could no longer tolerate the soft, yet nerve-wracking rattles and 

mewing noises emanating from her daughter’s chest, she screamed a scream of an anguished 

animal, vehemently grabbing the lapel of her husband’s coat, her tear-stained faced grimaced in 

disconsolate pain, “We should have all died together in the woods on that awful night! I cannot 

live without my baby! I do not want to go on without her!”  

 

Jozsef’s armor of courage disintegrated, his arms carnivorously crushing his grieving wife to his 

chest. Leaning on what boulders of strength remained within him, Jozsef knew he must bite 

through his wife’s wedge of pain.  

 

“Sit down! Sit there on the bed beside Judit! Place your hand on her heart, her heart. Do you feel 

it beating? Do you feel the warmth of her? We will give her the strength to live, for as long as we 

live, she lives. We did not come this far to lose her!” As the faint ethereal beating of her daughter’s 

life beat against her desperate palm, Erzsebet sent an imploring gaze, a gaze beseeching strength 

from her husband’s fragile eyes. “You are right Jozsef, you are right, we have to pray Jozsef, we 

have to pray. God is our only hope!”  

 

Jozsef gently rearranged the warm army blanket about his daughter’s diminutive form, as Erzsebet, 

in a pose of heartbreak and defeat, clasped her hands tightly in prayer and knelt beside Judit’s bed. 

Jozsef dropped to his knees beside her, holding the limp hand of their baby.  

 

“Dear God,” began Erzsebet, her voice tired, cracked and barely audible, “I will make a pact with 

you - if you will make my little girl well, I will never care how hard I must work in this life, I will 

never care if I have no more than I have today. Dear God, you may use me in any way you wish, 

just please make my baby well.”  

 

All through the following week, a week filled with unforgiving days and nights, Jozsef and 

Erzsebet alternated vigils over their baby girl; and, despite the doctor’s grim prognosis, the 

practitioner battled against insurmountable odds for the child’s survival, continuing the penicillin 

– continuing the wait for a miracle. 

Somewhere in-between the travailing, measureless, sunsets and sunrises of her little girl’s illness, 

Erzsebet’s twenty-second birthday came and went, but she forgot to remember. 



Another day of endless eternity was on the horizon, and with it, the first blush of daylight strained 

into the young family’s shelter of despair. Why was a child crying? Jozsef ran toward the sound… 

and then awoke from his dream. But the crying continued even as Jozsef sat upright in his chair. 

It was Judit! His throat constricted. Was this the end? Was his baby dying? He leaned over Judit’s 

bed, gathering his tiny daughter into the protective shelter of his arms. “My little one, it is Papa, 

tell me what is wrong, talk to Papa!”  

 

 

 
Judit in Camp Kilmer with her mother and father - photo taken soon  

after recovering from pneumonia, late January 1957 

Jozsef stroked the softness of his little girl’s cheek, but something had changed! His heart 

quickened, as he placed a hand over Judit’s forehead. There was no more fever! He stared 

incredulously into the hopeful depths of two sparkling diamonds casting their brightness about the 

dim room, as the melodious sound of heavenly bells resounded in his ears, “I am hungry Papa…”  

Jozsef scrambled to the makeshift cot at the foot of Judit’s bed. “Wake up my Edes, Erzsebet, 

wake up! We have our miracle - Judit is hungry!” 

The story of the “little Hungarian girl who was going to live,” accelerated through the barracks, 

reaching Sister Maria, a nun from Catholic Services, who joined with the family in giving praises 

of thanks for God’s divine intervention; however, before leaving their happy circle, she bestowed 

upon them a sacred gift: a small, wooden cross, about six inches in length, adorned with an ivory 

figure of Jesus, “Please keep this cross as a testament of God’s goodness, mercy, and love." 

And, their blessings continued: the day after Sister Maria’s visit, Jozsef was summoned to the 

refugee processing office to complete the documents required for their official entry to the United 



States and to fill out work experience forms. Jozsef was also issued a social security card and 

number listing his address as Camp Kilmer. 

It was a sparkling, cool morning in early February 1957. A Hungarian interpreter introduced a 

gentleman to Jozsef by the name of Mr. Briggon, who had come to ask Jozsef an important 

question. 

 

“Jozsef, I’ve been told of your musical genius and your ability to mend and restore a variety of 

musical instruments. I would very much like you and your family to come live with me and my 

family in our home in Greenfield, Massachusetts. I own a musical instrument store and am in 

urgent need of a knowledgeable instrument repairman. I see by your credentials that you are the 

best in your field. I’ll pay you every week and help you find a home for your family. I’ll help you 

learn English. You wife can assist with some housecleaning and can also be a nanny to my little 

boy. Please let me know what you think of my offer.”  

Jozsef was speechless. His mind whirred as he quickly processed the proposal. Accepting Mr. 

Briggon’s offer would mean the end of their long nightmare and the beginning of a new life. It did 

not take long for Jozsef to make his decision as he reached out to shake his benefactor’s hand, “I 

will be happy to work for you and I will be the finest repairman you have ever had!”  

“I have to leave for home today,” explained Mr. Briggon, “Do you think your family can be readied 

to leave within the next couple of hours?” 

 
The original cross given to Jozsef and Erzsebet upon Judit’s recovery 



Mr. Briggon transported the happy, but awestruck family to Greenfield, Massachusetts. Never 

having owned a car, and their only transport in Hungary being by train, bus, bicycle, or walking, 

the thrill of riding in an American automobile was exciting beyond words. The road signs along 

the road written in English held the stunned family spellbound. The scenery along the roadways 

looked vastly different than Budapest. There were no highways like this in Hungary with such a 

frenzy of cars coming and going! And the family realized one intriguing thing among the 

landscape: none of the buildings were battered, torn, blasted by bombs, or riddled with bullet holes. 

Everything was clean and fresh – like the new life awaiting them.  

At the edge of twilight, after a nearly four-hour drive, they arrived at the Briggon’s eloquent 

homestead. Erzsebet was overcome by the unfamiliar, yet strikingly beautiful style and size of the 

home, along with its well-maintained acreage. She had never seen such a lovely house, she had 

never imagined such wealth to exist in the world. The New England-style home with its two-

stories, large, covered wrap-around porch, small diamond-paned windows, and two imposing 

chimneys dominating the steep-sloping roof, silently beckoned them to enter. Look at this house – 

it is a castle! 

With travel-weary souls and hearts filled with oceans of uncertainty and anticipation, the emigres 

followed behind their sponsor to the home’s front door.  

 

As they set foot upon the front porch, the entryway suddenly burst open, and a comforting yellow 

light beamed about the dwelling’s happy occupants who emerged from within, greeting their 

guests with a jovial chorus of well-practiced Hungarian, “Isten hozott,” meaning, “God has brought 

you,” but also meaning a heartfelt “Welcome!"  

  



 


